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A 12-year-old common European queen showed vaginal
discharge. Enlargement of the uterus was observed by
ultrasound examination. Ovariohysterectomy was
performed. Arising from the endometrial mucosa, we
found a pedunculated yellowish-grey mass of
approximately 3.5x4x5 cm that thickened and ulcerated
the uterine horn allowing the mass to show externally. The
mass was apparently well delimited and when sectioned,
small cystic cavities were seen.
Histologically, multifocal areas of cystic endometrial
hyperplasia in the endometrial mucosa were seen. At low
power evaluation, the mass consisted in a well
demarcated neoplastic proliferation that emerged from
the myometrium and occupied the lumen of the uterine
horn. The neoplastic cells were organized in multiple
bundles and nests of spindle-shaped cells on a big amount
of fibrovascular stroma. Multifocally scattered, there were
groups of well-differentiated endometrial glands and
tubules aleatory distributed. Some of them were cystic,
with epithelial cells and debris within the lumen. Mitotic
index was 4/10 HPF. Areas of necrosis were often observed
at the periphery. Based on the microscopical findings,
using human pathology guidelines4,5 and the only case
reported in feline veterinary medicine, an ESS was
suspected.

The objective of the present work was to evaluate if
human classification could help the diagnosis of stromal
feline tumors. Some immunohistochemistry techniques
were additionally performed: AE1/AE3 cytokeratin,
Vimentin, Desmin, Alpha-smooth muscle actin, Estrogen
receptor, Caldesmon and CD10.

MORPHOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DIAGNOSIS OF 
AN ENDOMETRIAL STROMAL SARCOMA IN A CAT

INTRODUCTION

CASE DESCRIPTION

3. Vimentin. Expressed by neoplastic spindle cellls in the mesenchyma. 4. Desmin. The antibody is positive on the skeletal muscle fibers. 5.AE1/AE3
Cytokeratin. Expressed by the cuboidal epithelium of endometrial glands expressed. 6. CD10. Immunohistochemical staining with CD10 antibody is positive on
the endometrial stromal cells.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Malignant epithelial tumours are the most frequent uterine tumours in cats (adenocarcinomas). On the other hand,
malignant mesenchymal tumours such as leiomyosarcomas are not frequently reported. The following case is the
second case reported1 of an Endometrial Stromal Sarcoma (ESS) in a female cat. In veterinary literature, there is also
one tumour in a chimpanzee described2.
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1. Uterus; cat. It
shows irregular
whitish mass (left)
that ulcerates the
serosa and
protrudes to the
outside.
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• The present tumor was not circumbscrided and showed an irregular nodular growth. The main mass was associated
with varying degrees of permeation of the myometrium. Hence, it exhibit mild nuclear atypia and the mitotic activity
was low. It was finally classified as a low-grade endometrial stromal sarcoma5.

• The case described is the second endometrial stromal sarcoma reported in a feline uterus. CD10 was positive which
makes the difference with the last tumour reported. CD10 is a useful marker for neoplastic endometrial cells6.

• The application of immunohistochemistry procedures based on human guidelines could help the diagnosis of
stromal tumours and non-neoplasic lesions in domestic animals.

2. HE. The long
spindle cells of
stromal component
is present with well-
differentiated
endometrial glands.


